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I give thanks to Jenny and Nigel, who are highly-qualified and experienced English teachers, who really care
about the progress of their students. Overall, there are 7 proposed facilities to be developed in the college site
including a new footbridge across the Hope River. Twenty-three years later, a few structures have been added
to the village. It then dropped significantly to almost a third of its figure in  Because of your diverse and
comprehensive program on various areas of the test, I achieved favorable results: 8. Germany, although it
allocated the same proportion of savings at  On the other hand, Japan, the only Asian country, marginally
declined its savings contribution over the year period from  Task Achievement Overall, this is a good report
which highlights the key features in the diagrams and explains the changes over time band 6. Two service
roads have been constructed going north and east. Finally, a footbridge will be built across the river, which can
be seen north of the library. Again, I owe my success to you, and I will surely recommend your website to all
my friends and colleagues who would like to take IELTS! Download information on Consumer disputes
College Expansion - band 7 The diagram illustrates the planned expansion of facilities in the development of
Sidborough College to Sidborough University. Testimonials Dora, Mexico I was looking for an online training
course. I suppose, there is no wonder if this issue may become a cause for future war between them. I read all
the information that every site provided, and I chose this site. I was amazed. Your exercises helped me a lot,
specially on writing, and your skype sessions were very comprehensive, friendly and at the same time very
helpful. The training was outstanding and the feedback superb, nevertheless I had less than a month to recover
my lost skills, and improve the weak ones. Another cause which may lead to international war is the
competition between countries to become super power of the planet. Interestingly, it recorded the same
proportion with France as most significant countries in saving money in  Download information on Consumer
disputes Personal Savings - band 8 The table illustrates data of proportion of personal savings from personal
income for 7 different countries in the years , and  France which saved a fifth of their income in the beginning
of the period, dramatically dropped its savings to  Then residential area and student union will also be put up
south and southeast of the present college facilities, respectively. To begin with, population explosion is
directly linked to over consumption of natural resources. Across the station, beyond the service road is a
business park while on the other side is a hotel. A wider variety of linking expressions, more formal
vocabulary and more advanced grammar structures would all help to increase the overall score. Jenny is
extremely kind, patient, professional, approachable and friendly. Then a river, called the Hope River runs
through the college site from southwest to the northwest. First of all, the main college building will be
expanded with lecture halls. A housing estate, which is located on the western side of the village, is already
present as well as a leisure complex situated a few meters away from the land. However, overpopulation may
not be the only reason for possible international wars. Using some different sentence stems and a wider range
of structures would increase the overall score. The main college site is situated at the center of the map, where
A Road lies along the area from east to west. Countries may fight for their geographical boundaries; which we
have already seen in many parts of the World. Overall, it can be seen that all the countries saw a decrease of
its savings allocation over the course of 30 years except for the UK which slightly increased its savings over
the period.


